英語

Applications for the 83th “NIC NIHONGO NO KAI”
NIC NIHONGO NO KAI is organized for foreign residents who want to study everyday Japanese and learn about
Japanese customs and culture with NIC volunteers. Why don’t you join us?
Open to: Foreign adults (we cannot accept elementary and junior high school students for this program. Priority is
given to residents to Nagoya City.)

Period : 3 months (January 13 – March 24, 2019). Every Sunday (90 minutes per class) 10 times.
※There will be no classes on February 10.
Schedule of application and interview ：January 6, Sunday 11:00-11:30 at Conference room 5F

Course

Time

Participants

Max no. of
students

Fee for
materials

KAIWA
KISO

10:00 ～ 11:30
12:00 ～ 13:30
14:00 ～ 15:30

Those who want to learn Japanese for the first time.
*Reading & writing are not required. The course uses the
“かいわ きそ”(Kaiwa kiso)” textbook and participants will
practice phrases and small conversations used in
everyday situations.

20 in
each class

1000 Yen

Those who have finished KAIWA KISO or who are at the
same level. The course follows a textbook and
participants will learn basic sentence structure and
practice through examples and conversation.

18 in
each class

500 Yen

Those who have finished KAIWA I or are at the same
level. The course follows a textbook and participants will
learn basic sentence structure and practice through
examples and conversation.

18 in
each class

500 Yen

20

500 Yen

15

500 Yen

10:00 ～ 11:30

Those who already know KANA and want to study
KANJI for the first time. The course will use the “KanjiⅠ”
textbook and introduce study methods for learning Kanji.

18

500 Yen

12:00 ～ 13:30

Those who already know about 100 KANJI and want to
study more, or who are at the same level. The course
will use the “Kanji Ⅱ ” textbook and introduce study
methods for learning Kanji.

18

500 Yen

KAIWA
I

KAIWA
II

10:00 ～ 11:30
12:00 ～ 13:30

10:00 ～ 11:30
12:00 ～ 13:30

KAIWA
III

14:00 ～ 15:30

KANA

14:00 ～ 15:30

KANJI I

KANJI II

Those who have finished KAIWA II or are at the same
level. The course follows on from KAIWA I & II and
participants will learn useful everyday situations
organized by a common theme. Participants will also be
able to give their own opinion on common culture and
customs.
Those who want to learn HIRAGANA and KATAKANA.
Participants will learn how to write HIRAGANA and
KATAKANA, practice pronunciation using simple
vocabulary, and practice reading and writing simple
script.

※As a rule, in all courses only Japanese is spoken and not your mother tongue.
Participation fee: 2500yen
Book fee：500yen or 1,000yen
The participation fee and textbook/materials fee are not refundable under any circumstances.

英語

＜About the Application Process＞
※Applications for the first class will be accepted from 11:00 -11:30.
※Those who want to attend a second class will have to apply at 12:30.
You can attend the class that you wish, depending on the availability of places in that particular
class.

① Filling out an application form
② Period for accepting applications: 11:00-11:30
③ Interview
④ Payment: 12:15-12:30
＜Application for a second class＞ from 12:30
※There are some restrictions on class combinations and applications that you can apply to.
・Kaiwa+Kaiwa＝×（However, those who have already taken previous level Kaiwa class may take
2 Kaiwa classes of consecutive levels to review previously studied content.）
・Kanji I +Kanji II＝×（However, those who have already taken Kanji I may take Kanji II and Kanji I
to review previously studied content.）
※The number of slots available for each class will be posted on the whiteboard in front of the
reception desk at 12:30.

＜About additional applications to be held the following week＞
In the case that after receipt of applications there are still vacancies in any of the classes, additional
applications will be accepted the following week. Available classes can be confirmed by phone or by
visiting the website from January 10 (Thursday).
Schedule for accepting additional applications：January 13 (Sunday)
Time：30 min before the start of the class that you wish to attend（Example：9:30~9:50 for the 10:00
class）
Place：Nagoya International Center 4F Office Room
※In the case of excessive applications, places will be determined by lottery.
Applications will close when no more vacancies are available.
＜The following points will lead to suspension of classes＞
・If an earthquake cautionary notice（chuui jouhou, earthquake prediction notice（yochi jouhou）, or earthquake warning

（keikai sengen）is issued for the Tokai Region
・ If a typhoon is predicted to hit the region and a “strong winds” advisory（boufuu keihou）is issued on the day, at that
point classes in progress and later classes will be suspended.
・ If a “strong winds” advisory is still in effect at 8:00 am on the day, all classes for that day will be suspended.
・When Nagoya International Center judges the suspension of classes necessary.
※If you are not sure if class will take place or not, please call the Nagoya International Center.
Nagoya International Center 4F [NIC Nihongo no Kai]
TEL ０５２－５８１－５６８９
http://www.nic-nihongonokai.info/

NIC Nihongo no kai Application Form
受付No.
面接担当者

※Please fill in this section.
Family Name：

Nationality：

First Name：

Mother Tongue：
Length of your

M・F

Sex：

Age:

stay in Japan:

） ward □Aichi (

Addess：□Nagaoya City(
Phone Number： （

from year month until year month

）City □Gifu □Mie

）

Which course can you attend? ： Please select one among choices (1)-(10).
Course

10：00～11：30

12：00～13：30

14：00～15：30

class you wish

①
③
⑤

②
④
⑥

⑪

to attend

KAIWA KISO

KAIWA Ⅰ
KAIWA Ⅱ

⑦
⑧

KAIWA Ⅲ
KANA
KANJI I

⑨

KANJI II

⑩

※“NIC NIHONGO NO KAI” will introduce our activities on its website. The pictures from our lessons and potluck party will
be put on this website. Do you consent to having your photo put on our website?

Yes / No

※The recorded information of individuals from application forms for NIC Nihongo no Kai are used in a form of list which
does not reflect any specific details of the persons involved, it will not be used for other purposes nor be extended to other
parties.

※面接者記入欄：
日本語学習歴： ほとんどない、（
本会をどこで知りました 趣味
か? ＨＰ、メルマガ、
その他 （
）

）か月、（

）年

ひらがな
カタカナ
（少し、良く） 読める （少し、良く） 読める
（少し、良く） かける （少し、良く） かける

た

その他メモ
from WEB

